
Student Assistant - Accounting/Financial Operations
(f/m/d)

 

Cologne Student intern  01.07.2022

Who we are

ISCC – International Sustainability and Carbon Certification is one of the leading certification systems for
sustainability, traceability and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. More than 5.000 companies in over
100 countries worldwide use the ISCC System. ISCC covers all sustainable feedstocks, including agricultural and
forestry biomass, circular materials and renewables. As a no-deforestation standard with a strong commitment to
protect forests, high-carbon stock lands and biodiversity, ISCC strives for a world where biomass and other raw
materials are produced in an environmentally, socially and economically sustainable manner.  

At ISCC we are a close team of highly motivated, supportive and committed young professionals with a multitude
of backgrounds. If you feel we are a fit, we are looking forward to welcoming you in our team at the ISCC head
office in Cologne.

Your Tasks

Support in accounting processes, such as
invoicing and outstanding payments
Support in financial reporting
Internal database maintenance
Written and verbal communication in German
and English with debitors
Project-related support
Other tasks depending on skillset -
development opportunities within the
company in other areas of interest in the long
term
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Your Profile

Enrolled student in a related field
Excellent communication skills in German
and English. Additional languages will be of
advantage
Previous experience with financial operations
and accounting will be of advantage
Reliability, strong customer orientation,
independent working style and pragmatic
and hands-on attitude
IT affinity and proficiency with standard
software (MS Office)
Proficiency with apple computers is of
advantage
Availability for at least one year with a
minimum of 10 hours per week



Ready to join our team?

Then we would be happy to hear from you. Please use the link below to apply to this position. We are looking
forward to your application and hope to welcome you in our team soon!

We are a company with equal opportunities for everyone and encourage applications from all suitably qualified
candidates regardless of age, race, gender or any other criteria that is not a professional qualification for an open
position.

Contact: Ditha Pahnke


